
Table 5.1 Doctoral studies course specifications  
 

Name of the course: Research of Electoral Campaign Strategies  
Teacher (Surname, middle initial, name): Slavujević Đ. Zoran  
Status of the course: Elective  
Number of ECTS: 10  
Eligibility:  
Aim of the course: Teaching the students to create scientific and expert analysis and critical valorisation 

of various electoral campaing strategies, generalization of different approaches and concrete solutions. 

Another aim of the course is to teach students to formulate recommendations for the creation of an entire, 

or partial, electoral campaign strategy appropriate for an individual election candidate, and on the basis 

of critical analysis of dominant theoretical paradigms and recorded experience, the characteristics of 

specific social circumstances the elections are held in and the more significant characteristics of the 

election candidates, utilizing the results of public opinion research, qualitative and quantitative message 

content analysis, media representation etc.  
Outcome of the course: Enabling the students to observe electoral campaigns in scientific institutes and 
research, marketing and PR agencies, state agencies, candidate and campaign headquarters etc.   
Content of the course: Establishment of a campaign strategy and its elements; Factors that decide 
electoral campaign strategy; Election conditions; Diagnosis of public mood and political balance of power 

(the state of the society, the most important issues and population dis/satisfaction, value orientation and 
social identities of different voter categories, the attitude of political figures and the population towards 
government, the nation and international relations, the international position of the country and foreign 
policy priorities); Party and candidate positioning and target group selection; Campaign framework and 

slogans; Elements of electoral motivation; Elements of image and party and coalition competence 
estimation; Elements of electoral material orientation; Choice of means and ways of communicating with 
voters.  
Literature: Campbell, Angus, Converse E. Philip, Miller E. Warren, Stokes, E. Donald 

(1960): The American Voter, The University of Chicago Press, Chicago and London; - Jennings M. Kent, 

Zeigler L. Harmon (1966): The Electoral Process, Prentince ; - LeDuc Lawrence, Niemi, Richard G., 

Norris, Pippa (2010): Comparing Democracies 3: Elections and Voting in the 21st Century, Sage 

Publications; - Menefee-Libey David (2000): The Triumph of Campaign-Centred Politics, Seven Briges 

Press, New York.; - Niemi G. Richard, Weisberg F. Herbert: Controversies in Voting Behavior (Third  
edition) (1993), CQ Press, Washington, D.C.; - Nimmo Dan (2001): The Political Persuaders – The 
Techniques of Modern Election Campaigns, Transaction Publishers, New Brunswick and London.  
- Orlović, Slaviša (ed.) (2011): Partije i izbori u Srbiji (from „Izborne kampanje“, pp. 285-317), Friedrich  
Ebert Stiftung i Fakultet političkih nauka, Beograd; - Rose Richard (1967): Influencing Voters – A Study of 
Campaign Rationality, St. Martin's Press, New YorkHall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J.  
- Slavujević, Z. (2009) „Istraživanja raspoloženja birača i izborne kampanje“ in Glas naroda: Rasprave o 

javnom mnenju, IDN, Beograd ; - A compact disc containing available electoral material of parties and 
candidates, corresponding data garnered from public opinion polls as well as marketing and PR agencies' 
website data.  
Number of classes of active 

teaching 

Lectures: 4 Study research work: 3 
Analysis of the electoral campaign 

strategy of a party or presidential 

candidate 

 

 

 

  
Teaching methods: Introductory lectures by the professor or a doctoral student, presentation of 
appropriate video material and results of empirical research for each methodology unit; group 
discussion.  

Оцена знања (максимални број поена 100): Семинарски рад  


